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AUTHENTICITY AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL - THE HALLMARKS OF
WOODVALE CONSTRUCTION...

N

ot ‘out with the old and
in with the new’, but
merging the best of both
worlds. Under the stewardship
of main contractor Woodvale
Construction, modern machinery
and building practices were paired
with time-honoured skills in stone,
slate, stained glass, and wood
to create a stunning restoration
of Lavey’s landmark St Mary’s
Church.
Restoration began on May
18, 2018, and it soon became
apparent to the Woodvale team,
headed by Project Manager Paul
Devine and Site Manager Dessie
Brennan, that this project would
be challenging and rewarding
in equal measure. First on the
agenda was a solution to the main
road’s close proximity and a single

access point. “It’s not often you
have your site office, parking etc
separated from the worksite itself,
so we initially had to put together
a pedestrian action plan to ensure
the safety of workers and public,”
Paul explained.
It was the first of long list of
logistical issues, with St Mary’s
spire perhaps the most daunting.
“To erect a 16-metre spire in
the middle of an existing roof is
quite an engineering feat,” added
Paul. “The spire was a project
in its own right. There was the
survey, drawings to get agreed,
then transporting the long steel
fabrication skeleton on the back
of a lorry to the lead-works. The
problem was then getting it out
again because of the weight
(in excess of six tons) and the

complex job of a tandem crane lift
to put it in place.”
The spire also had a knock-on
effect. “Installation of the spire
meant we couldn’t get the roof
weather-tight. Normally you start
at point A and work to point B,
but on this occasion we had to
work from both ends towards the
centre. Even the scaffolding was
an engineering accomplishment as
it had to cantilever in.”
Fortunately, Dessie Brennan was
at hand, a Site Manager with more
than three decades of experience.
“Dessie’s forte is restoration work
and his engagement with the
church’s building committee, the
architect, and the sub-contractors
was crucial. There is no substitute
for experience, and his timely
and knowledgeable interventions

“Factoring in time risk and contingency is particularly
important in restoration projects like this.”
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affected for the better many areas
of the project.”
A recurring theme was
authenticity. Procurement by
Woodvale was the responsibility
of Quantity Surveyor Declan
McCann. “All the materials
sourced had to be sympathetic to
the original design and character
of the church. To that end
samples of the materials that were
eventually installed on the build
were meticulously sourced for
approval by the church committee
and project architect. The result
is reflected by the excellent
standard of finishes throughout
the project.”
Sourced from different locations,
the roof slates were individually
graded and coloured to prevent
any discrepancy; the Stations
of the Cross was lovingly handpainted; and the striking centrepiece altar was up-cycled from a
convent in Omagh, taken apart
piece-by-piece, labelled (some
parts as small as match boxes) and

reassembled on site.
The stonework too, was a story
in itself, with the external granite
shipped from China. Closer to
home, the basalt proved more
problematic. “Something that
didn’t enter the equation during
the planning stage was that local
quarries now won’t work with
basalt because it’s too hard to
cut. It had to be sourced, then
taken to another yard to be cut
and dressed which was very time
consuming.”
The painstaking and precise
nature of much of the work
was further illustrated by the
new stained glasswork. Both
traditional and contemporary,
the process started in November
with meetings and artistic drafts.
Materials were then purchased,
the glass fired and put together,
then another round of approval
meetings. Some of the glass was
then returned to the furnace
to alter colour shades - the
procedure taking fully six months.

The result of Dessie and his
team’s efforts, plus a little [Paul]
Devine intervention, is a quite
stunning restoration. Tardislike, St Mary’s beautiful yet
relatively modest exterior now
gives way to a cathedral-like
interior, completely transformed
with seemingly endless shards
of natural light illuminating
sandstone and oak. It really is
sight to behold.
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Client: St Mary’s Church, Lavey
Main Contractor: Woodvale
Construction Company
Architects: Mullarkey
Pedersen Architects
Project Manager: Paul Devine
Mechanical Contractor:
McCorley Mechanical
Electrical Contractor:
HM Electrics
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